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Abstract
　　　This paper describes influence of damage of a pipe on its vibration response.　Inner wall of a 
pipe in industrial plants or factories is shaved by flowing fluid over the years, and the thickness 
of the pipe decreases.　As a result, it causes bursts of the pipe, so monitoring the damage before 
bursting is very important for piping systems.　Conventional inspection systems using supersonic 
waves or radioactive rays require large-scale test apparatuses and are expensive.　Therefore 
author focused on influence of damage of pipe on vibration response and have proposed an 
monitoring system.　In the proposed system, acceleration sensors are attached everywhere in 
piping systems.　Then vibration induced by the flow of the fluid is measured and processed, and 
the damage of pipes is evaluated by changes of the vibration characteristics.　This paper reports 
influence of damage on natural frequency and so on as a fundamental study to develop proposed 
system.




























































長さ，欠損の幅，深さを Table 1 に，供試体の















































































G3459），呼び径 A65 10S，外径 76.3 mm，厚さ 3.0 























































































Fig. 10 エルボ管の変形モード（1466.80 Hz）
配管の損傷が振動応答に与える影響（皆川）
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